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editor’s note
I

am convinced no one reads this.
In fact I'm so convinced that
I'm on the verge of not doing it
any longer. Actually, that's it. This is the
last one. Let's see if anyone is actually
listening.
Buckle your seatbelts because in 500
words I am going to learn u things that
I only decided were important myself in
the last ten minutes. So sit down, belt up
and enjoy the experience of my 4amchampagne-and-Etihad-induced writing
extravaganza.
What am I going to learn you?
What's on my mind?
Here's the first thing - DON'T
FLY SWISS. They managed to lose my
luggage on the way to Copenhagen for
Danish Maritime Days and—having
failed to return it to me for the entirety
of my stay in the Danish capital—gave it
back in time to take it away again at the
airport, then promptly lost it for a second
time on the way back to LHR. #swissfail
What else? I know. If I am invited
to keynote at a shipping exhibition one
more time where there are women with
no clothes on, or—as in the case of Danish Maritime Days—women in faintly
obscene nurses' uniforms wandering
about trying to titillate the audience, then
I will give my keynote in similar garb,
or lack thereof. We all good with that?
Fine. Because I warn you, those nurses'
uniforms are SHORT and I will be on a
STAGE. And frankly, none of us wants
that. Particularly not the photographers.
You have all been warned.
Another warning: shipping isn't
thinking big enough to solve its problems. It needs to think much, much bigger, turn shipping from a zero-sum game
to a hero-sum game and integrate into
the intelligent transport systems of the
future. Become a Blue Logistics channel.

Oh, and shipping has no divine right to
exist. Sorry.
Of all the industries I work across,
the people in shipping and maritime
make me laugh the most, and are generally the most honest and trustworthy. The
more I meet, the more that applies.
I've got a book for you to buy if you
want to. It's called Shipping and the 800-

someone has to have them, better that it's
Patrik and Adam.
I'm going to be onstage in a variety
of places between now and Christmas including Manila and Singapore. If you're
there then please do come and say hello.
I'm not actually as awful as I sound.
Check out the 'Cookie Monster shower
thoughts' that Futurenautics tweeted. My

OK, that's it. Done. Merry Christmas.
lb Gorilla, and it's a collection of articles
from this magazine. With a preface.
Which you won't read. Buckle up etc...
Patrik Berglund of Xeneta finally got
given a gong. So did Clearmetal's Adam
Compain. About time. Told you so.
Oh, and Sam Chambers and Grant
Rowles of Splash 24/7 are absolutely
right about awards. They blow. But if

favourite is, "What was the best thing
before sliced bread?" But I also very
much liked, "Cookie dough is the sushi
of desserts."
Etihad really are good. Not like
Swiss.
OK, that's it. Done.
Merry Christmas.

K D Adamson in 3-day old clothes keynoting in Copenhagen.
Don't fly Swiss.

Image credit © Lena Göthberg
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REPORTS: UBER, American Shipper & ICC
Trade finance availability continues to shrink in terms of its use as a
risk mitigation tool and its availability to SMEs, according to the ICC
2016 global survey on trade finance, Rethinking Trade & Finance.
Now in its eight year, with contributions from its partners and under
the direction of the Market Intelligence Group, according to this year’s
survey 61% of respondents reported a global shortage of trade finance.
American Shipper has teamed up with GT Nexus to create an interesting report on the move from cost reduction to value creation
throughout the global supply chain.
Meanwhile Uber has just released an in-depth white paper on how
it intends to incorporate flying cars into its taxi-service in the future.
Download:
http://www.iccwbo.org/
http://www.americanshipper.com/
uber.com/elevate/whitepaper
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RESEARCH REPORT : DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AND
TRANSFORMATION SURVEY
Anecdotally the shipping and maritime industry would
appear to be lagging others in its digital investments and
transformation, but no hard, reliable data exists on which
to base this assumption. Futurenautics Maritime in association with Ericsson is gathering that hard data.
The study will survey respondents from both ship operators—in which we group ship managers and owners, and
also maritime suppliers. A small, separate snapshot of
shipping’s end-customer’s digital transformation will also
form part of the overall report and analysis. This data will
for the first time allow the industry to have an informed
conversation around digital, understand where as an industry we are on the curve, and why.
It will allow ship operators to benchmark themselves, it
will allow suppliers to understand their customers better,
and it will also highlight where there are discrepancies in
infrastructure and capabilities between us and the customers we’re trying to serve.
Register your details at www.futurenautics.com to ensure
you're notified when the full report is released in 2017.

BOOKS: SHIPPING AND THE 800-LB GORILLA
K D ADAMSON
Since October 2013 K D Adamson has been dispensing the
tough love the industry needs to reimagine itself for the digital
age. Now all that unflinching and fearless commentary, cuttingedge insight and humour is brought together in one handy place.
Shipping and the 800-lb Gorilla contains some of the most
popular articles from The Maritime Future magazine covering
everything from autonomous ships, cyber security and artificial
intelligence, to the image of shipping and the challenges and opportunities the industry faces in the exponential age.
Guaranteed to make you think and possibly to make you laugh
here and there, if you're working in the shipping and maritime
industry and would like to stay that way, or know someone who
does, this book is for you.
Register your details at www.shippingandthegorilla.com to be
notified when it's out.
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The Next Wave
For tomorrow's shipping industry innovation and
thought leadership are the names of the game,
and we need that level of blue sky thinking, says
Lisa Teo.
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arlier this year I was invited
by e-procurement platform
ShipServ to address its userconference taking place in Singapore
about what is a growing area of importance for today's shipping industry.
As Vice President of the Singapore
Shipping Association and Executive
Director of Corporate Development at
Pacific International Lines, the interests
of the shipowner, operator and manager
are very close to my heart.
“The Singapore Vision of Smart Shipping” was the theme of my speech—but
what I would like to emphasise is “What
the shipping industry needs to consider
in order to be successful in the business
tomorrow”. Planning for tomorrow
forces us to consider how change and
advancement will alter the way we run
our business in the years and decades
ahead. It also suggests that maybe we
aren’t as successful as we would like to
think we are at the moment and that
we need technological change, and the
benefits of lessons learnt from the past

eight years, to move the industry onto
the next level.
Whatever the conclusion, shipping
is going through a significant period of
change at the moment with the drive for
new thought-out efficiencies and cost
controls firmly at the top of every boardroom agenda.
Efficiencies are the name of the game
because the shipping markets still have
a long way to go before they can present
shipowners with any noticeable return
on their investment. So it is clear that
companies need to be more innovative in
their approach and they need to embrace
new technology to help drive costs down
and optimise the performance of their
sea-going assets.
We have been, and will be, hearing
a lot being said about Big Data - with a
trillion sensors gathering data everywhere
(satellite systems, drones, wearables,
cameras, autonomous vessels), this is the
way the industry has to go and is going.
We need to satisfy our appetite for wanting to know everything at anytime and

anywhere, and we need to analyse that
data for answers and insights. By 2025,
the “Internet of Everything” will exceed
100 billion connected devices, each with
multiple sensors collecting data. This will
lead to a trillion-sensor economy driving
a data revolution beyond our imagination.
We will experience a global connectivity to every human on Earth at speeds
exceeding one megabit per second. The
future is not logging on any longer, but
it is about having access to constantly
streamed data including between ship
and shore. Costs of data use and transport will reduce, making it viable to
harvest data from vessels in operation
and turn it into decision making tools
on the vessel, ashore or anywhere else
imaginable.
I foresee that live streaming of data
between sea and shore will become the
norm in the near future. Using algorithms, routine and predictable tasks
would be handled by machines, whereby
human intervention will be required only
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The Intelsat

Globalized Network
High-speed connectivity on the high seas.
With the Intelsat Globalized Network, ship owners, operators and crew are guaranteed reliable, high-speed
connectivity along busy trade routes, in congested ports of call and anywhere else the ocean takes you.
Increase productivity, streamline operations and beneﬁt from innovative new services that not only improve
the quality of life for everyone on board, but transform your business. The connected future has arrived.

Get connected, www.intelsat.com/mobility/maritime
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"We have only just scratched the surface in harnessing
the capability of data analytics."
to manage exceptions. Ships will become
more automated and digitalised; perhaps
even unmanned in some limited circumstances. As for the offshore industry and
subsea, it is already becoming increasingly automated where operations are
too dangerous for the crew. Dangerous
environments, such as dealing with toxic
chemicals, extreme temperatures, heights
or depths would become relatively easy to
handle with the use of robots and drones.
Shipping must learn and adapt, and is
doing so.
A large container vessel today has
some 2,000 sensors on board. Using data
from its Automatic Identification System
(AIS), monitoring vessel speed, location
at port and at sea, routes and exceptional
events to deliver performance reports on
carrier reliability, carrier alliance performance, and comparisons of sister vessels
on the same routes is all possible today.
This is an evolutionary change from the
traditional ‘the master knows his vessel
best’ approach, which still persists in
many sectors.
Bunker fuel, even at today’s relatively
low prices, is a major expense for a shipping company. Speed, distance and trim
affect the costs, and determining optimum routes involves a complex interplay
of factors including weather, season,
ocean currents, and timing.
With these visualisations available
on board and ashore, vessel operators
have actionable insights to better manage
costs, efficiency and altogether optimise
the economic use of their fleet. We have
only just scratched the surface in harness-

ing the capability of data analytics. The
future will bring untold opportunities
to the maritime industry and successful
shipping enterprises in the future will
be harnessing the potential of Big Data,
without doubt.
But let us not forget our roots as an
industry and as a supplier and employer.
Yes there is a notion that ships in the
future will not need crew, but that is
decades away, if it happens at all, we still
need to attract new blood into the industry. We need to work with our regulators,
investors and customers to make shipping the cutting edge, state-of-the-art
industry we know it is so we can attract
the right talent to its doors. Tomorrow’s
successful enterprises need this.
What I am really saying is that, as an
industry, we need to engage other stakeholders better – whether it is with the
regulators or academia, we should all be
working hard to improve the educational
aspects of shipping. The Copenhagen
Business School is now providing what I
believe is the first MBA with a shipping
focus that has an exchange program with
the Singapore Management University.
More of this should be done and the
industry needs to show a willingness for
executives to engage with the universities
and colleges to help 'explain' our industry. The upside is clear to see.
The industry also needs to show a
greater willingness to work with and
support associations actively engaged in
the interests of the industry—that means
practitioners working with and supporting their national and international asso-

Lisa Teo
Image credit © SSA

ciations much more. This is an important
point because the industry is supported
by these associations—whether regional,
national or international—and whilst
their members are supportive of the work
they do, full engagement is essential if
companies are to get the correct operating environment.
Putting best practice aside, innovation and thought leadership are the
names of tomorrow’s game and the
industry needs that level of blue sky
thinking.
As a closing thought, I would also
like to put some pressure on the regulators both national and international to
improve their game to keep pace with the
evolution of the smart industry. Smart
regulation should be a mutual aspiration.
The development of regulation needs
much greater governmental ownership of
risk assessment and cost benefit analysis
to avoid unintended consequences and to
bring future regulation into effect
quickly.
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Warwick
Norman
CEO, RightShip
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A

s part of our mission to chart shipping and maritime’s technology-enabled future, we’re profiling
some of the people shaping that future.

Warwick Norman has been CEO of RightShip
since its inception in 2001. Under his stewardship,
the company has become a global authority on
maritime safety, helping shippers, terminals
and ports, ship owners and managers and
maritime finance organisations to minimise
their maritime and environmental risk.
Prior to joining RightShip, Warwick
was the Marine Standards Manager at
BHP Billiton where he was responsible for ensuring the company adhered
to national and international standards
for Quality Assurance, International
Safety Management and Safety and
Environmental Protection.
Warwick began his seagoing career
with ASP Ship Management, sailing
from cadet to the rank of Master, and advancing to become Ship Manager and Marine Superintendent for the fleet of tankers
managed by Shell, BP, Mobil and Esso.
He is currently Chairman of both AUSMEPA and INTERMEPA, and has been a member of
Lloyd’s Register Asia Advisory Committee since
2007.
Warwick was named an 'Australian Export
Hero' in 2014 for his outstanding contribution to
Australia on the international stage.
K D Adamson posed him a set of characteristically impertinent questions, and fortunately he was gracious enough to
answer them. Here's what he told us.

Q

Image credit © Getty Images. Previous page: Image credit © RightShip

You were CEO of RightShip from day one ‐ what
drove its creation then and how has its core mission
developed since?

In 1992 the Parliament of Australia’s House of Representatives Inquiry into Ship Safety, ‘Ships of Shame’, drove
BHP Billiton & Rio Tinto (later joined by Cargill) to establish
RightShip; and in so doing improve the safety standards of the
vessels and crew they were using to transport their cargo.
RightShip’s focus has always been on delivering insight
into vessel selection. Since establishment in 2001 we have continually developed the vetting system as new data has become
available.
In 2011 we added environmental sustainability to our core
agenda with introduction of the Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions Rating; and in 2016 we are launching RightShip
Qi, which brings big data & predictive analytics into the mainstream for ship vetting.
Having said that, these developments are still true to our
initial core mission of providing transparency and insight into
vessel selection to minimise the risk faced by our customers.

Q

RightShip met with well‐publicised hostility in
some shipping quarters, as did another innovator,
freight‐rate benchmarking company Xeneta. Is
the success of RightShip and Xeneta evidence that
engaging shipping isn't the answer, but engaging
shipping's customers is?

We’re pretty clear that we need to engage with not just
these groups that you mention, but the entire maritime supply
chain.
Ship owners are responsible for improving the standards on
vessels, and so it has been vital to engage them in the process.
We have an inclusive culture at all levels of the business, and
working hard to engage all stakeholders has been key to our
success.
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Q

SmartShips have become the focus for discussions
around data and analytics, we've argued that where
'ship efficiency'—efficient ships—focussed on cost
reduction, 'smart ships' offer new opportunities to
create value. What's your view?

I agree. One of the reasons we created the GHG Rating
was to allow owners and customers to have better insight into
ship efficiency, creating value for themselves and their own
customers. Use of this tool has provided transparency and insight. It not only contributes to a reduction in fuel spend, but
enables customers to satisfy their stakeholders’ demands for
supply chain transparency and a reduced carbon footprint.
We’ve also been working with some of our terminal customers around vessel data collection, improving insight into
vessel fit and enabling greater efficiencies in terminal throughput. The impact on the efficiency of their logistics chain can
be significant.

Q

We're talking about the development of intelligent
transport systems and what we're calling
Blue Logistics as part of the new Industry 4.0. Autonomy is a part of that, but what else does the industry need in order to play its proper role in the
new Industry 4.0 supply and value chains?

An intelligent transport system will require a greater investment in communications: mainly satellite communication to
allow autonomous monitoring of vessels.
However industry regulators need to reassess current regulations before this happens; and it will also need individuals
or organisations who are willing to take risks on autonomous
vessels to create a model that allows others to see results, and
see how they fit in.
Transparency in the tracking of vessels is another area that
needs industry attention – the establishment of something akin
to air traffic control systems.

"It will also need individuals or organisations who are
willing to take risks on autonomous vessels to create
a model that allows others to see results, and see how
they fit in."
14
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Q

Everyone's talking about Big Data, but most of the
attention is paid to technical/engineering data, and
not the combination of different datasets. RightShip
are at the cutting edge of analytics in the industry—
can you give an idea of what you're doing and how
that's reflected in products like RightShip Qi?

We’re in the midst of launching RightShip Qi, so your question is a timely one! Our incumbent vetting platform SVIS is
an expert opinion model. RightShip Qi is a predictive, online
vetting tool that has enabled us to employ far more sophisticated
risk modelling.
RightShip Qi takes a ‘golden record’ of data from over 50
different sources (cleansed in-house by RightShip), and uses
predictive analytics modelling to identify vessels that may have
an incident in the next 12 months, and therefore remove them
from our customers’ supply chain: so indirectly we are reducing
the likelihood of a vessel having an accident.
We have multiple data feeds, and prior to implementing Qi
we were relying on the quality control systems of these data providers rather than managing this in-house. In some cases, if the
data had problems we just had to accept them. Now, rather than
accepting problematic data we cleanse it before use.
Under SVIS we also loaded our data in batches which made
for many changes all at once, and this could sometimes impact
the consistency of our ratings. The real-time application of Qi
data results in a smoother, dynamic risk rating model.
To summarise, what we are doing is taking data and turning
it into valuable information, and the ultimate outcome is enhanced safety as a result of a superior risk management. We now
have a more accurate predictive model for vetting vessels, and
this enables our customers to make better-informed decisions
within the vetting process.
This doesn’t just provide enhanced financial returns for our
customers: the value our analytics provides is in limiting risk,
saving lives, and reducing environmental damage.

Q

The 'adversarial' relationship between shipping and
its customers is often cited. From where you sit is
that a fair assessment? In an industry where asset‐
based lending feeds countercyclical investments in
tonnage rather than value creation based around
customer requirements, is that inevitable?

The relationship between shipping and its customers does
create additional problems for the maritime industry, but that’s
no different to any other industry. What is different is that the
asset price for movable items is much higher, and so the risk is
greater.
A good example of where tension can arise is in vessel efficiency. Ship owners are not always adequately rewarded for efficiency in terms of charter rates, as the charterer does not always
want to pay for more efficient or safer vessel. However as the
availability and transparency of information is becoming more
prevalent, this is gradually changing.
I’d like to add that I don’t believe the current problems in the
industry are the result of adversarial relationships: many factors
have combined to cause the current oversupply of tonnage.

'We believe that the inclusion of
women into senior roles gives us
a competitive advantage, and I
would encourage the industry as
a whole to take the same path and
see the benefits for themselves.'

Q

The issue of diversity is rising up the agenda and in
other industries has emerged as a competitive differentiator. As a CEO is gender diversity, and the wider
cognitive diversity it delivers, important to organisations like yours, and to the industry as a whole?
How much of a priority should it be in the maritime
sector?

I’m a firm believer in the benefits of diversity at all levels,
including gender diversity. We can see the benefits of this in our
own working environment, which has embraced diversity.
Our flexible working arrangements are particularly appreciated by parents (of either gender!). We have a number of parttime employees, and enabling staff to work in remote locations
has proven to be very popular. We find it pays off too – there is
very little staff turnover at RightShip, and I believe we have a
great culture which rewards both the individual and the organisation.
In terms of gender diversity, we have a large female workforce. Three women form part of our management team, and the
roles of Financial Controller and Company Secretary are filled
by a female. We believe that the inclusion of women into senior
roles gives us a competitive advantage, and I would encourage
the industry as a whole to take the same path and see the benefits for themselves.

Q

As more of shipping’s operations become digital the
connectivity and platforms we’re leveraging to drive
transparency, collaborate, improve safety and create
value are also creating new downside risks which
have to be managed. Cyber security is essential for
the maritime industry to move safely into its future,
and a vessel infected with malware may not qualify as
seaworthy. Is that another part of the risk profile that
RightShip needs to be evaluating?

At present it is not taken into account in our risk rating,
although that could change in time.
Internally at RightShip we take cyber security very seriously.
We were the first (and remain the only) maritime company to
successfully achieve ISO / IEC 27001 certification. Referred to
as ‘information security risks’, this protects not only our information, but also our customers’ information and requirements
from other customers and outside bodies.
In relation to RightShip Qi, that’s allowed us to significantly
increase security around, and access to, information contained
on the vetting platform.
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Q

RightShip has been instrumental in highlighting
and tackling shipping's CO2 emissions via the
GHG Emissions Rating. What's your view of the
results of COP21 and what should happen now?

We welcome the COP21 agreement to keep global warming to less than 2 degrees of pre-industrial levels, and agree
that the IMO is best positioned to drive CO2 reductions
across the maritime industry. To achieve this the IMO needs
to show leadership and set aggressive targets; to date it has
been industry leading the charge.
Options that could be considered include floating a bunker
fuel levy in line with the European ETS – or, better still, having shipping develop their own (capped) ETS, which would
also necessitate a mandatory MRV system.
Whilst some targets were agreed to at the recent MEPC70,

we believe that pressures should be greater given the long lead
times currently proposed.

Q

Which do you think are the most potentially disruptive digital businesses in maritime at the moment;
what will be the next major technology disruption
in shipping, and who will it most affect?

Some of the online broking systems and online chartering
platforms have the potential to be disruptive.
Other areas with ‘disruption’ potential include marine insurance platforms, run on a model similar to current car and house
insurance practises. These changes would mostly affect brokers
/ middle men.

"Other areas with 'disruption' potential include marine
insurance platforms, run on a model similar to current
car and house insurance practices."

Warwick and co. up Mt Kinabalu, with a flag.

Image credit © Getty Images
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Q

The future is being shaped by data and algorithms—
which often operate with minimal human oversight.
As the algorithms get smarter will human experience
and particularly domain expertise be that important
in the future? As someone who's both a Master mariner and the boss of a technology company what's
your view and how does your fairly unique perspective influence it?

That’s an interesting question. We’ve seen the use of IBM’s
Watson and the general use of artificial intelligence moving
ahead in leaps and bounds, so it’s not difficult to see a future
where those learning algorithms will make more and more decisions around supply chains without the necessary domain expertise to oversee every decision that’s been made.
So yes, there is certainly a shift as the machine algorithm
is getting smarter; and one that we are obviously a part of as
we move from an expert opinion model to predictive analytics.
However at the moment we still believe that human oversight is
necessary, particularly in high risk areas: an algorithm is only as
smart as the data that’s fed into it.

Q

DNV GL’s The Future of Shipping report outlines
a scenario where IMO is obsolete by mid‐century,
driven by what I call the Bureaucratic Singularity ‐
where the exponential growth of technology outpaces
bureaucracy's ability to regulate it. Is there an opportunity to use the same technology to develop new
smart regulatory ecosystems? Does RightShip have a
role in that? Would you like it to?

Because vetting is not compulsory it’s not covered by legislation. Our customers have already developed a smart ecosystem that combines safety andd efficiency into the one platform. What we see is that industry is moving to more singular
platforms rather than working on multiple platforms. We see a
future of more data collation, and the creation of singular platforms that encompass industry rules and criteria.

It’s clear that the adoption of open registries is putting
pressure on the current IMO model. As with any organisation,
the IMO can’t stand rooted to its original constitution; it must
continually review its relevance, particularly when industry and
regulatory support is undergoing such massive change.

Q

What would your advice be to anyone with a killer
business idea for the maritime industry?

Go for it! Seek like-minded and suitably-skilled partners:
don’t try and do it by yourself. Test thoroughly before releasing
it on to the market. Be passionate about your idea, and believe
in yourself.

Q

What was the last piece of technology—consumer,
industrial or professional—which made you say
"Wow!"?

I recently had the privilege – wearing both my RightShip
CEO and AUSMEPA Chairman hats – to present the concept
of a shipping emissions portal at the 2016 Australian Google
Impact Challenge. We were one of 10 finalists to be awarded
AUD $250K to our project, the entry criteria being “using technology to make the world better, faster”.

Within the finalist presentations I saw some killer ideas and
technology developments from start-ups to established NFPs,
and each one of them made me say “wow!” I was also encouraged to see that of the 10 finalists, three represented the maritime industry.

Warwick Norman is CEO of RightShip.
Visit them at
www.rightship.com

"As with any organisation the IMO can't stand rooted to its original
constitution; it must continually review its relevance, particularly when
industry and regulatory support is undergoing such massive change."
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Kissing the Frog

The scale of shipping's problems may be big, but the solution is
far bigger. Because shipping isn't a noun these days. It's a verb.
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very winter around this time,
in an expensive building
opposite Dirty Dick's pub in
the City of London, a group of senior
managers gets together to thrash out
their 10-year investment forecast.
I expect there'll be coffee, and two
kinds of water. And considering these
senior managers work for Barings—
which as I write has around $275 billion
in assets under management—probably
some really good biscuits. You know the
ones I mean; covered in chocolate and
wrapped in gold foil. Or perhaps not.
Because when things start going pearshaped it's the little extravagances like
really good biscuits that tend to be the
first casualty.
Remember three months ago when
I introduced you to the new Seaconom-

outlook for stocks is going to head south
along with it. Particularly in those sectors
viewed as most likely to suffer from the
slowdown.
Enter Hanjin. Or should that be exit?
Barings might be reassessing the biscuit
budget but Hanjin have already scraped
the bottom of the barrel. The heat and
light of its implosion has been spectacular, and my sense is that by providing a
cold, hard light of day example of the
industry's problems it has finally given
people the opportunity to start saying
out loud what they've been suspecting
for some time. That shipping's in trouble.
Big, big trouble.
But despite the fact that everything
from the Danish Maritime Forum to
IHS and Lloyd's List seem to have
finally woken up to what's going on, that

I've come to the conclusion that what this is boiling down to
is scale. As big as shipping and its problems is, the scale of
the solution is actually several magnitudes larger. And that's
what we're having a problem with.

ics? When I pointed out as I have been
doing for several years, that the historical
link between global GDP and shipping
volumes was decoupling and the entire
globalisation paradigm of endlessly rising
trade volumes was looking dodgy? Well,
looks like Barings agrees.
“We believe globalization has probably reached its peak,” says Marino
Valensise, head of the multiasset team at
Barings. “The market won’t like it.”
That's why at this winter's meeting
Barings will be considering reducing or
perhaps eliminating altogether what they
call their 'globalisation premium'. And
that's awfully significant.
The globalisation premium is a big
deal because to date it's meant that U.S.
stocks collectively traded at a price/
earnings ratio about one whole number
higher than they otherwise would have.
But rather like the link between GDP
and shipping volumes, that link has been
decoupling. Over the last ten years Barings has cut that premium by 50 per cent,
and if—having relentlessly pored over all
the data it can lay its hands on—Barings
decides to do away with it altogether, the

really is only part one of what needs to
happen. Acknowledging there's a cliff
edge coming up only helps if you're then
capable of doing something to stop your
company strolling into the void.
I've come to the conclusion that
what this is boiling down to is scale. To
paraphrase Douglas Adams, shipping is
big. Really big. For most people it is so
mindboggling big they're happy to walk
away and leave it to others they consider
'qualified' to manage it. But as big as
shipping and its problems is, the scale
of the solution to its problems is actually several magnitudes larger. And that's
what we're having a problem with.
I've said many times that the companies which don't stroll over the edge
into the digital abyss won't necessarily
be the ones with the best technology, the
deepest pockets or even the best ideas,
they'll be the ones with leadership of the
correct mindset, and probably blessed
with a little bit of luck too. The luck you
can't do so much about, but that mindset
you can have a shot at changing. If you
understand where it came from.
While Hanjin was busily going bust
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Gerardus Mercator's shipping-centric map has been embedded into
the global consciousness for almost 450 years. But we're now realising
how narrow and misleading that view has been.
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IMO was celebrating World Maritime
Day with the slogan, "Shipping: indispensible to the world." Although it
sounded to a lot of people as though it
was IMO that thought it was indispensible to the world. That slogan tells you
a lot about the shipping industry. There's
no doubt that ships have been absolutely
indispensible in getting us to where we
are today, and that led to an embedding into the global consciousness of a
shipping-centric view of the world.
Perhaps the clearest example of that
comes from the Mercator Projection,
which reimagined the earth as the surface
of a cylinder then laid it out flat to make
it nice and simple to steer a ship across
an ocean. For almost 450 years that map,
developed by a Flemish geographer in
the 16th century as an aid to shipping,
has been one of the standard maps of the
world. What Gerardus Mercator gave
shipping, shipping then enforced on the
global consciousness. But in recent years
we've begun to realise just how narrow a
view that map has given us, and the affect
it's had on the way we think the world
actually looks.
On the map lines of longitude are
parallel, but in reality lines of longitude
converge at the poles. Which means that

the closer you get to the poles the more
distorted the map becomes and the bigger everything looks relative to its actual
size. Hence countless generations have
gone out into the world with the idea
that Africa—weighing in at a land mass
of 30.4m km2—is pretty much the same
size as Greenland, at 2.2m km2. That
Europe and other countries in the western hemisphere are actually much larger
in comparison to the vast countries they
colonised—like India and Africa—than
they really are.
You can debate the extent to which
the received wisdom of that shippingcentric map of the world has distorted
policies and even morality over the
centuries if you want to, but the important point is that we don't need to rely on
a map drawn up in the 16th century any
longer, particularly not one which is demonstrably suspect. And actually, a very
similar thing has happened to shipping.
I've mentioned the decoupling of the
link between global GDP growth and
shipping volumes, but there's another
link that's been decoupling for many
years that I'd argue might have been even
more significant.
In English law there's a test that
the courts apply when they want to

decide whether or not a party has
acted reasonably. It's called 'the man on
the Clapham omnibus', a reasonably
educated, intelligent but non-descript
person against whom the defendant's
conduct is measured. Ask the man on
the Clapham omnibus, or the New York
subway, or the woman in the nail bar,
or the housewife in the supermarket to
define 'shipping' and they'll most likely
tell you that it's when something is sent
from one place to another.
The bottom line is that shipping is
no longer a noun, it's a verb. It has come
to mean, in everyday parlance, the conveyance of a good from one place to another, and that conveyance may include
ships, trains, aeroplanes or trucks—or
even drones—but that doesn't matter.
It refers to the activity, and if you'd like
evidence of that fact then just google the
word and see what you get.
What the man on the Clapham
omnibus is telling you is that shipping
isn't about ships. But he's telling you
more than that—something really, really
vital and valuable. It isn't about ships.
It's about MORE than ships. It's about
the end result, not about all the links in
between.
There's an old Chinese proverb

Ask the man on the Clapham omnibus, or the New York subway, or
the housewife in the supermarket to define 'shipping' and they'll
tell you it's when something is sent from one place to another. The
bottom line is that shipping is no longer a noun. It's a verb.
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When your industry has genuinely been at the centre of
the world it's not hard to understand why adjusting to
the fact that you don't even own your own name any
longer is tough.
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Marginal gains aren't enough. They aren't even
a start. You have to think bigger. Much, much
bigger.

Image credit © Getty Images

about a frog sitting in a well. The frog
that sits in a well—it reads—only sees his
piece of the sky. For centuries shipping's
dominance and relative importance to
world trade has mean that its sky became
everyone's sky, to the extent that it has
skewed everyone's view of the world we
live in. But that just isn't the case now.
When your industry has genuinely
been at the centre of the world, it's not
hard to understand why adjusting to the
fact that you don't even own your own
name any longer is tough. That's why
IMO's assertion is beginning to look
more like a plea. Shipping is becoming
less indispensible to the world for all the
reasons I outlined last issue—the new
Seaconomics is seeing to that. But the
industry is still resolutely refusing to look
outside its piece of the sky.
I read one analyst talking about ship
operators needing to concentrate on
realising 'marginal gains' from digitisation and the role of the maritime press
in raising the profile of the industry.
Well, Hanjin has delivered awareness of
the shipping industry that the Ruperts
at IMO's PR agencies overseeing the
annual World Maritime Day offensive
could only dream about.
It's been accurate, informative and
devastating. Because what it shows—
from the tearful mother interviewed on
the BBC whose seafarer cadet son was
stranded on a vessel with no supplies off
Singapore, to the frantic manufacturers and suppliers with no idea where
their stuff was, when it might arrive or
where—was that the world is still too
reliant on a dysfunctional industry that
isn't fit for yesterday, let alone tomorrow.
I am sorry to be the one to tell you
this, but shipping has no divine right to
exist anymore than trucking or aviation
does. And it doesn't matter how many
times you trot out the weary stat that
it delivers 90 per cent of everything,
increasingly the man in the street is going to tell you that trucks do too. And in
a few years drones might. And after that
hyperloops or heavy-lift airships.
So marginal gains aren't enough.

They aren't even a start. You have to
think bigger. Much, much bigger. What
shipping has on its hands is a need for
wholesale digital reimagination—it
needs to understand that shipping's
problems aren't big enough. And that
requires genuinely blue-sky thinking,
which is just about impossible for a frog
that won't leave its well.
But seeing the big problems at all is
often hard, and that's not something that
shipping has a monopoly on. The investor and founder of start-up incubator Y
Combinator Paul Graham describes the
phenomenon as 'Schlep blindness'. A
schlep is a Yiddish word for an unpleasant or difficult task usually an intrinsic
part of solving a really big problem. The
magnitude of the schlep involved can
subconsciously stop you from even seeing the problem in the first place.
Graham cites the example of Stripe,
which has become a massive global
payments platform. He points out that
for more than a decade every hacker he
knew who'd had to process payments
online knew it was a pain in the backside, and yet no one created a start up to
solve the problem.
"They decided to build recipe sites,
or aggregators for local events," writes
Graham on his excellent website. "Why?
Why work on problems few care about
and no one will pay for, when you could
fix one of the most important components of the world's infrastructure? Because schlep blindness prevented people
from even considering the idea of fixing
payments. Though the idea of fixing payments was right there in plain sight, they
never saw it, because their unconscious
mind shrank from the complications
involved."
And you know what, that's exactly
what's happening in shipping. In fact I
think this is somewhere between schlep
blindness and a Somebody Else's Problem—let's call it a Some-Schmuck Else's
Problem (SSEP)—because the real
problem isn't shipping. The real problem is that the global trade and logistics
system is still massively inefficient, and
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that's such a huge problem, such a massive, humongous, monstrous problem,
that just like the online payments problem, shipping can't even entertain it.
Ask yourself why we have vertical
markets. I think at least part of the answer is because you had to silo things off
to make them manageable. Because the
human brain simply couldn't cope with
the complexity of managing ecosystems
in the way that the power of computing
now enables us to.
That's why this is a mindset thing.
Because what the digital age of exponential computing power allows us to do
is to stop thinking at a functional level
and begin looking at delivering an end
result from a strategic perspective.
The end result of shipping is for the
customer on either end to get what they
want. Shipping is just one small part of
a trillion-dollar global circulatory system
for trade which has the potential to
operate far, far more efficiently. But until
now the schlep required to attack that
problem has been too much for anyone.
Until now.
“Global trade is no longer a human
scale problem,” says Matt Tillman, chief
executive officer and co-founder of the
Singapore and San Francisco-based
ocean freight rate platform Haven. “It’s
a machine scale problem.” You've heard
of Haven, right? And Clearmetal? And
Xeneta?
Or what about Flexport? It just
raised $300m-odd in a funding round.
Someone described it thus: “Can you
imagine what the world would be like
if international trade was made easier,
the way software has made our work
and personal lives easier? Flexport is
where ‘software eats the world’ meets
international shipping.” That someone
is Y Combinator founder and Flexport
investor Paul Graham.
These are the people who are busily
schlepping away to solve the big problem that should forge shipping's new
place in these hyper-intelligent digitallyenabled trade flows. So can we all please
shut up about the dearth of innovators
in shipping, because we've got them. The
industry's problem is that it's been looking for them in the wrong place.
People with big titles in legacy
shipping companies aren't showing
any signs of the kind of transformative
thinking the industry urgently requires,
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but we're still wringing our hands trying
to persuade them to look at a different
piece of sky.
Possibly the most shocking thing
I heard out of Copenhagen's Danish
Maritime Forum was that the ViceChairman of CMA CGM sat on a stage
and said he had no idea what a Millennial was. That on its own should bar
him from taking part in a discussion on
the future of the industry. But it won't.
Because he's important. Yeah? Come see
me in a few years and we'll discuss who's
important.
I have very different ideas about
who's important than the organisers of
the Danish Maritime Forum do. The
very first Futurenaut we ever featured
was Xeneta CEO Patrik Berglund, and
I told every last one of you that what he
and his team were doing was transformative. Finally, three years late, he's just
won the Lloyd's List award for something or other. Like my other poster
boy for disruption Adam Compain at
Clearmetal who's just got given a gong
by Lloyd's List Intelligence. Fantastic.
About time. But the real trick is to find
these people and encourage them fast.
Not wait until they've got the money to
spend advertising in your magazines or
buying tables at your awards dinners. Or
indeed, buying your awards.
That doesn't get the frogs out of the
well. But we do. And you know what,
when that happens, the results can be
astonishing. We took a variety of really
very senior frogs—from ship operators to bankers, connectivity experts to
insurers, cyber experts to cutting-edge
ship designers and engineers and most
importantly, customers—and stuck
them in a room in north Norway while
I poked them with sticks. What started
life as a discussion around autonomous
ships soon developed into a wholesale
reassessment of shipping's role as part of
the new intelligent global transportation
systems that Industry 4.0 is creating.
"Sitting here today we've already
redesigned the port infrastructure,
redesigned and simplified the ship,
integrated haulage companies into the
maritime logistics chain, and addressed
cyber security value," said Futurenautics
Maritime CEO Roger Adamson summing up the day. "We've started to
discuss how we engage our customers
better, asked how we get ship owners
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out of asset plays and into the business
they should be in which is moving stuff
around the globe at a profit on time, on
behalf of happy customers, questioned
where we need people and where we
don't, and whether a more distributed
physical network is required."
That's the kind of big thinking that
needs to happen if we're going to develop
into what I call the blue logistics channel
that shipping has to become. We need
a digital vision for this industry, and it
needs to be shared and engaged with and
built upon collaboratively, with passion
and belief, by people who think far bigger
than boats.
Transparency is what's really driving
this, because once you get transparency
and visibility you can start to measure

This is somewhere between schlep blindness and a Somebody Else's
Problem (SEP)—let's call it a Some Schmuck Else's Problem (SSEP)—
because the real problem isn't shipping.
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things. That's data. Big Data, and using
analytics turns that into information
and intelligence, which in turn delivers
efficiency on a scale we could only dream
about in the past. There have long been
those who held that shipping simply
couldn't be disrupted in the way other
industries had been because it's so physically rooted in meatspace. But the cyber
physical systems are already changing
that. Machines and humans are merging so fast it's dizzying and it's allowing
us to shrink the physical world the same
way we've used the Internet to shrink the
digital one.
That's why the disruption and the
opportunity has barely started for shipping, if it thinks big enough. Right now
there is no value created on the ship. All

anyone can focus on is reducing cost and
that's just not enough. This is the reason
that everyone's struggling with the
concept of autonomous ships, because
taken in isolation they don't save money.
Because you're looking at them solving
your current problem, which is making
money, as opposed to the real problem,
the huge SSEP you're struggling to even
see, which is making global trade more
efficient.
Maersk Line global sales head
Michael Hansen recently warned that
the industry had to change otherwise
it would be disrupted by new entrants.
“Someone once said – and excuse my
French – if you have an industry with
shit service then you deserve to be disrupted, " he said. “It’s no coincidence that

an industry like this has got a number of
start-ups knocking at our doors and at
the doors of our customers."
He's right, the opportunities are so
huge they are mouthwatering. But what
he's missing is the motivation, the Big
Hairy Audacious Goal I'm always banging on about. “Flexport is one of that
small handful of startups that are going
to change the world,” says Paul Graham.
That has to be the ambition. Changing
shipping, or changing your loss into a
profit just isn't enough. And that's where
the big incumbent companies are struggling.
As one of the audience in a session
on 3D printing I moderated in Copenhagen observed, it's very difficult indeed to
get new ideas or projects off the ground
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Xeneta's Patrik Berglund—a genuine passion for the industry.
Finally won something. Told you so.
Image credit © Xeneta

when they're being evaluated in terms of
legacy ROI. How do you put a price on
changing the world? I think the very fact
that companies are trying indicates they
are destined to fail.
Chat with Patrik Berglund as I do
and you'll hear a genuine passion for the
industry in which he works. Have a walk
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around Hyde Park with Adam Compain
as I did recently and he'll tell you how
he sought out a position at OOCL because he was absolutely fascinated by the
industry. These men, and so many others
running these disruptive companies are
simply not motivated by the almighty
dollar alone. “The platform comes off
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as a bit idealistic. But that’s kind of the
point of technology," says Haven's CEO,
Matt Tillman. "It’s here to create something new.” Not shore up something old.
Shipping isn't indispensible, and instead of finding big problems it can solve
it's focussed on managing dissatisfaction
in an atmosphere of learned helplessness

No amount of snogging seems to be turning shipping's frog
into the handsome prince—or princess—we all want to see,
and time's running out.
so pervasive that most of it isn't even sure
it's possible to do anything different any
longer. Technology is allowing us to see
things we couldn't before and it's encouraging more people to change things they
don't like. Take the new global hot spot
maps to illuminate how what we buy
pollutes the planet and where. "What we
are trying to do is to connect economic
activity and global supply chains with
environmental impacts. That has not been
done before,” said Daniel Moran, a postdoctoral researcher at NTNU’s Industrial
Ecology Programme, who was one of the
lead authors. “We tried to spatially locate
environmental impacts on the production side and link that to global supply
chains. The idea is to help governments,
industries and individuals target areas for
cleanup."
Or what about that shipping-centric
map of Mercator's, which the website
True Size is challenging by allowing you
to compare the size of any nation or U.S.
state to other land masses, just by moving
it around on the screen. These are whole
new pieces of sky that shipping has to get
excited by if it's going to reimagine itself.
The bottom line is that we need to
move from shipping's traditional zerosum game to a hero-sum game. That's
one where individuals and companies do
things not because it's good for them, but
because it's good for everyone. Heroes
are those who are sometimes prepared
to sacrifice their personal concerns for a
greater goal and a greater good. It may
sound fanciful but transparency really can
drive that.
Here's an example: received wisdom
would suggest that those customers using the Xeneta platform to benchmark
their freight rates would be desperately
pushing to make sure they were paying
the least possible, right? Wrong. What
Xeneta has discovered is that customers
don't want to be paying the lowest rates
possible, because they know that means
their business is worth the least to the
carrier, which means they're probably
getting the worst service and have the
highest likelihood of their cargo being
rolled. Makes sense doesn't it? Value ver-

sus cost. If shipping can start harnessing
that kind of thinking then the evidence
is that profitability beyond its wildest
dreams could well follow.
But is it going to happen? As the old
fairytale goes, could the kiss of digital transform the shipping frog into a
prince? To be honest the evidence isn't
looking too promising. The Digital Infrastructure Investment and Transformation
study we're currently running with Ericsson has shown up some interesting interim results. So far the average maritime
company thinks it's undertaking digital
transformation on around $100,000 a
year. So, yeah. About that.
That doesn't apply across the board,
and if there's anything that's heartening then it's the fact that enquiries to
Futurenautics Maritime from companies
wanting to get a handle on what the
digital shift means for them and how the
heck to take advantage of it are up 150
per cent year on year. Show me a ship
operator who can say the same.
That we're getting so busy trying to
help answer those questions has to be a
good sign. But there are still too many

people who want the future to turn into
the past. It's an attitude that seems to be
gaining traction in a lot of places.
From Trump's desire to make
America great again to the UK's Brexiteers wanting to take their country back,
there's a sense that the past was a far better place than where we're heading. And
I don't think that's got a lot to do with
politics. It's to do with vision. Because at
the end of the day, despite all the technology, connectivity and globalisation,
there are still a lot of frogs in their own
little wells, rigidly focussed on their own
pieces of sky.
Shipping can rightly claim to have
broadened the minds of the world in
the past. But if it's going to do it again
it needs to find a vision of its own. I've
been kissing this particular frog for a
while now; in fact I've had my tongue
down it's throat for the thick end of three
years, but I'm beginning to wonder if it's
crossed the line into mouth-to-mouth.
No amount of snogging seems to be
turning the shipping frog into the handsome digital prince—or princess—we all
want to see, and the truth is that the time
for transformation is fast running out.
Before long it'll be time to forget the
frog, put your head between your legs,
and kiss something else goodbye.

Kissing the shipping frog may have crossed the line
into mouth-to-mouth.

Image credit © Walt Disney Pictures
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Face
Value
Platforms like Facebook have been considered a
distraction at best and dangerous at worst by the
shipping industry until now, but that may be about
to change, says Amy Berry.
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any in shipping and maritime will use LinkedIn but
generally speaking the attitude to social networking has been lukewarm. Whereas LinkedIn can be seen to
deliver some business value for the time
that people spend on it due to the type of
connections they make and influence and
the kind of topics and content they may
find through their network, for Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook, the view is not
so favourable.
By and large those less professional
networks are seen to be a distraction at
best and dangerous at worst. There are
many cautionary tales from ship operators about how crew aboard are using
platforms like Facebook to spread news
and information that the company might
prefer them not to.

The interface looks very similar to Facebook
and the application was originally created by
Facebook as its own productivity tool to help
the company run itself

But as K D Adamson has pointed
out on many occasions, the principles
underpinning social networking can
deliver significant value to businesses, if it
used in the correct way. "In every corner
of the enterprise technology is beginning
to underpin and enable cross-business
interaction in what is a massive shift in
emphasis and practice to that which has
gone before," she says.

Enterprise Social Networks are
the evidence of that, and to underline
that massive shift last month Facebook
launched Facebook Workplace—an adfree, productivity platform for businesses
which is aimed at helping employees to
"connect, communicate and collaborate."
The interface looks very similar to Facebook and the application was originally
created by Facebook as its own produc-

tivity tool to help the company run itself.
Many of the features of Workplace have
been included from standard Facebook,
such as news feeds, groups, chat and the
ability to organise events, plus employees can also make voice and video calls
too and additional features will also be
added over the coming weeks, which
will include an analytics dashboard.
As this is an enterprise network
you don't need a Facebook account to
use Workplace, and there is no overlap
between the two systems so accounts
are totally separate, but the system does
offer a way to interact outside the company. The multi-company group function
allows people from different organisations to work together on shared projects and gives users unlimited storage
for files photos and videos. Because the
interface is so similar to normal Facebook it also means that training users on
the system takes very little time.
Companies can access Workplace
online or via apps for Android and iOS
and in terms of pricing it costs US$3 per
user for up to 1,000 monthly active users, $2 per user for 1,001 to 10,000 and
$1 per user for 10,001 and above. For
non-profits and educational institutions
the license is free.
Considering that the maritime industry is considered so conservative and
Workplace only launched in October,
you may be surprised to learn that at
least one shipping company has already
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"We have been using other communications platforms
but at the same time most of our staff used Facebook
for communications. Therefore the obvious step would
be to find a way to use Facebook in our business."
Gylfi Sigfusson, President and CEO, Eimskip
embraced the application.
Eimskipafélag Íslands (The Icelandic
Steamship Company), known as Eimskip, was founded on January 17th 1914,
making it the oldest shipping company
in Iceland, and now operates out of 19
countries. Although it may be the oldest
shipping company in Iceland it is one of
the first to use the Workplace application. “It's providing a way for us to be
more efficient. We are operating globally
and the bonus is that we are closer to
each other then we have ever been
before," says Gylfi Sigfússon, President
and CEO of Eimskip.
According to Sigfússon the inspiration to change was around keeping
teams aligned. "Ensuring teams around
the world had the same information at
the same time was a challenge, especially
when consistency was important, planning and preparing events, exchanging
ideas across the company in a fast way,"
he explains.
It may seem surprising that Eimskip should look at a social networking

platform which isn't seen by shipping
by and large as a professional tool, but
Sigfússon explains that it made more
sense than getting a separate enterprise
social network platform.
"We have been using other communications platforms but at the same
time most of our staff used Facebook for
communications," he says in a Facebook
interview. "Therefore the obvious step
would be to find a way to use Facebook
in our business."
Citing the challenges of communicating and cooperating in large companies Sigfússon points to being connected
via mobile devices as a crucial part of
the picture. Using Workplace, with a
user interface so similar to the Facebook
interface everyone was used to meant
that "The learning curve was basically
zero. For the first time all the employees
from the crews of vessels, global offices,
dockworkers and corporate office could
connect and communicate in a way that
is simple and effective."
Sigfússon says that operations have
been made easier. "Captains and truck
drivers are using groups to inform each
other and the rest of the company on
issues that are important to get the right
information to our customers on time.
For example "The Vessel Operations
group" is used to communicate ship
movements more easily than their old
system."
Even the traditional fear of Facebook
held by shipping companies—that it
provides a way for the media and news
organisations to access information
about the company and its ships—has
been used by Eimskip as a benefit. Faster
response to the media enquiries has been
another positive outcome.
"As one of Iceland's largest companies it is important to get the correct
information to the media when needed,"
says Sigfússon. "Facebook provides a way to do that."

Shipping versus
the Volcano

Whether you think they're a touchstone, or a smoking volcano, autonomous ships
will be transformative, but don't let them distract you from the real opportunity our
roundtable participants clearly identified.

I

n the first issue of the Maritime
Future in October 2013 Futurenautics argued that autonomous,
unmanned ships—like trucks, cars or
trains—were an inevitable part of our future. Those assertions were leant weight
in early 2014 by Rolls-Royce's confirmation that its ship intelligence programme
was working towards a prototype unmanned vessel within 4-5 years.
At that time the idea met with strong
resistance, but three years on the mood
in the industry has changed radically. The
subject of autonomy, automation, and
unmanned operation, and its other necessary cousins—Big Data, enterprise-grade
connectivity and analytics—are steadily rising up the shipping and maritime
agenda. It seemed appropriate therefore
to focus a Futurenautics roundtable on
the subject of autonomous ships, and
nowhere better to hold it than RollsRoyce's technology and training centre
in Aalesund—nicknamed the 'maritime
silicon valley'.
The shipping and maritime industry

is often characterised as being highly
conservative and slow to adapt to change,
particularly a change as totemic as unmanned shipping. But how accurate is
that assumption? Rolls-Royce's VP Innovation for maritime Oskar Levander—
the man who has become synonymous
with the subject of unmanned ships and
whose comments in 2014 attracted opprobrium from virtually every section of
the maritime establishment—was asked
for his view by roundtable Chair, futurist
K D Adamson.
"I first started talking about the unmanned concept in my previous job, but
it didn't create that much attention," said
Oskar. "When Rolls-Royce began to
push the idea the reactions were, 'no, never on my ships', but that has completely
changed today for some owners—not for
all, there are still those 'no's'—but it has
changed, and now there are a lot of mainstream, really big ship owners and stakeholders in the maritime industry who are
really interested."
Acknowledging that the speed with

"Are we trying to justify unmanned operation? We could
do all sorts of stuff using this
technology but what we're
really searching for is the value.
Maybe we're concentrating too
much on what's technologically
possible instead of asking how
we change the model of
shipping to actually add value."
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which the idea appeared to be gaining
acceptance had surprised her, K D Adamson asked Oskar whether he felt the
same. "I am actually a little bit surprised
how quickly it has changed," he confirmed. "The feedback we are getting and
the interest is enormous, we get it almost
daily from companies who want to be
involved and do something around this,
to the extent that it's a bit of a challenge
for us to keep up with it all and evaluate
where we want to do things." And Oskar
made clear that these companies include
major stakeholders.
"That's maybe the biggest surprise for
me, that the Flag States are so keen to do
it, because I assumed that as the authorities they may act as the brake because of
concerns about rules and verification,"
Oskar told the group.
"The reality is that we have certain
Flag States who are keen to be the first.
Rather than saying we can't do it, they
are telling us that they want to approve
unmanned shipping if we can come up
with the right technical solution to en-

able it." Discussion broadened to why
the acceptance of unmanned operation
had moved so quickly. The advent of new
high throughput satellite solutions such as
Inmarsat's GX and Intelsat's EPIC were
suggested as one driver, addressing as
they did one of the traditional arguments
against remote operation, namely connectivity. But for Ronald Spithout, President
of Inmarsat Maritime, there was a far
more fundamental driver.
"I also think it helps that very large
companies like Google and Amazon are
bringing the autonomous vehicle closer to
the consumer, so suddenly it's in the mind
of millions of people," he said.
"Whether it's a car or a plane or a vessel that's a little bit less relevant, but the
fact that things are becoming autonomous
in general is in the minds of the broader
population."
For Ronald that momentum across
society is going hand-in-hand with exponential technology development. "All
kinds of technologies are reaching the
right level of maturity, devices getting
smaller, satellite more broadly covering
the globe, higher throughput as well, so
everything is coming together," Ronald
pointed out, "but I think the most important thing is that people in general accept
that things are becoming autonomous.
And that's helping us."
Christopher Rex, Head of Research
for Danish Ship Finance then asked the
million-dollar question, "The key question
we have to answer before we can proceed
is what is the incentive to invest in these
new technologies?" he challenged the
group.
"We need to have cost savings or a significantly improved value proposition before this will take off, because in most ship
segments today we see asset values which
have more or less halved and a lot of ship
owners are struggling with loan to value
ratios. If this is going to be introduced at
scale we need to find the value in it."
It was a question to which the group
was to return frequently. In an industry
where so much technology adoption has
been driven by regulation and compliance,
and where margins are wafer thin in many
sectors, the value that unmanned operation might deliver is absolutely key.
And when the group began to explore
where that value might lie, it became clear
that the discussion needed to be far wider
than regulation or culture, that a broader

"Maybe the world 'unmanned' is creating the wrong
discussion. For me it's much more the automation
which is the end-goal, whether it is unmanned or not is
much less relevant."
definition of technology was needed in
shipping—and even a broader definition
of shipping itself.
K D Adamson then posed a question
to the group, "Are we trying to justify
unmanned operation?" She went on to
outline how a previous roundtable on Big
Data had demonstrated that, "Technology can enable a competitive advantage,
but technology itself isn't necessarily the
advantage. What we're hearing here is,
yes, we could do all sorts of stuff using this
technology, but what we're really searching for is the value, we're searching for the
business model that allows this technology to give us the competitive advantage,"
she said. "Maybe we're concentrating too
much on what's technologically possible instead of asking how we change the
model of shipping to actually add value."
Ronald Spithout agreed, outlining
how, for him the opportunities were far
wider. "Maybe the word 'unmanned' is
creating the wrong discussion," Ronald
suggested. "For me it's much more the automation which is the end-goal, whether
it is unmanned or not is much less relevant. I'm an electronics engineer and I just
see this whole logistics question as a big
system, it's a logistics question in which
the vessels or the trucks are pieces in the
puzzle, so I think if you make the whole
system smarter, where trucks are talking
to the railway, to the highways, and to the
companies around it, and the traffic systems, and vessels are talking to each other
and to the harbours and to the load and
offload systems, we make the whole system smarter, and the unmanned vessel is
part of that. It's about getting a smart, intelligent piece of the larger logistics puzzle, and that is key, because then the whole
system becomes much more efficient."
It was a view immediately seized on by
Stian Ostrem, a global logistics expert and
former head within Rolls-Royce's global
supply chain.
"To me that's the most important part
of it and what's really interesting about
autonomous ships from the customer's
point of view, and I'm here to try and

give everyone that," he said. "In terms of
planning, the least reliable mode of transport is shipping, the delivery performance
from the global liners can be as low as 60
or 70%, so at best it's unpredictable. But if
you are able to introduce automation then
you can have automated multi-modular
planning as a consequence."
In fact reliability appears to be worsening with reports indicating the percentage can slip to around 55%, causing even
more difficulties for customers. The group
then explored how the Smart Ship could
become an intelligent part of the logistics
chain and what was necessary to make
that happen, and concluded that data,
connectivity and analytics are key. Unfortunately it seems that shipping is failing to
hook the three things together adequately.
"We've seen new vessels coming out
with a sea of new sensors, so they collect data, they provide performance data
and everything like that, who uses it?"
asked Walter Hannemann, former Head
of Systems at Torm. "No one. And that is
because it's very tricky to drive value out
of that if you look at it in isolation, and
that's really the problem we have in the
industry. So we have a lot of smart vessels
providing a lot of data that is never used,
for a start because it's never sent to anyone
because it's stuck on board because no one
wants to use the satellite communications,
and then even when it is sent somewhere
it's meaningless because no one is actually
able to perform the analytics to benefit
from it."
Referencing Hans Ottosen, CEO of
Danelec's assertion that he could deliver
a 'Big Data' programme for US$1/day, K
D Adamson described how astonished
ship managers listening to him were by
the claim. Agreeing, Ronald, pointed out
that Ottosen's next-generation VDR's
achieved that by pre-qualifying data onboard before transmitting it, which required an appreciation of what data was
required, for what purpose, and for what
value. "That is the key, regardless of what
people pay for satellite it's negligible compared to the operational costs of the ves-
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sel," he argued. "As long as they don't see
the value they can extract by transferring that data to a point where it will all
make sense then always the argument is
that satellite communication is expensive,
when in fact it is less than a third of a percent of the operational cost of the vessel.
So that can't be the argument, it is just
that they don't know what to do with it,
as you say, Walter."
For Oskar Levander it came back to
the value proposition—whether that was
unmanned operations, or data. "That's
the problem, we talk about Big Data, nobody really knows the value of Big Data,"
he said. "Owners sometimes say, we want
Big Data—well, what is that? We need to
talk about the concrete values, and forget
words like Big Data, that's just an enabler
to get it done."
In Oskar's view, what had to be demonstrated was how you can really improve
the bottom line, "If you provide a tool to
optimise operations then it should optimise revenue, both the revenue side and
the cost side in total, fleet optimisation

really. Where should your ships be and
at what time to make the most of your
fleet? That's one part, then of course you
should reduce the maintenance cost of a
ship by having the condition based maintenance or health management, whatever you want to call it. Now all of that
is dependent on a lot of data, but what
we should sell are these systems, not talk
about Big Data."
Discussing where automation had
impacted other transport industries cyber security expert and CEO of Wiretrap
OÜ Joseph Carson cited aviation as an
example.
"If you look at the airline industry it's
about being able to move more people,
the goal is to be more efficient, to be able
to do more capacity, to do better logistics
and fuel savings," he said. Challenging
that comparison though K D Adamson
suggested that just looking at efficiency
and fuel savings was what the industry
was already doing. "Isn't that just renovation rather than innovation? That's saying, this is our business model and how

"Is what we really
need to be managing
in maritime the move
from seafarer to
operator?"
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do we make it more efficient, but what we
need to do is disrupt that business model
rather than just looking to make it more
efficient."
It was a view that Christopher Rex
agreed with wholeheartedly from his
perspective as an economist. "We are discussing technological disruption in terms
of the demand outlook of yesterday, " he
warned. "The potential of the sharing
economy, the circular economy, 3D printing—we have a lot of new trends emerging which are about to re-shape things
and change the world in which shipping
operates and create value in different
ways."
Suggesting that what shipping had
so far failed to do was to appreciate that
data itself was a valuable asset, K D Adamson also pointed to structural issues
within the industry which made it hard
for operators to access funds for the kind
of digital infrastructure investment at
sea and ashore—including in data and
analytics talent—that was essential. The
rigid focus on asset-based lending meant
that any investment which didn't materially improve the value of their ships was
problematic.
"I agree that your point is particularly
important," said Christopher. "We have
to see data as a valuable asset, and that
being a ship owner is not just about asset
play, and being lucky to have your price
back on your Japanese-built vessel sold at
a high price. Tomorrow's vessel has to be
prepared for tomorrow's economy where
you need much more information, and
data will be a valuable asset for us, so if
you have a high-spec, connected vessel
you will have a vessel that is much better suited to the new economy, no matter
how many people you do—or do not—
put onboard."
Asked by K D Adamson whether
autonomous ships are really on the marine insurance industry's radar, Marcus
Lindfors of the Swedish Club was clear.
"Absolutely, we discussed this and we are
happy with it," he confirmed. "80% of all
insurance casualties are related to human
handling—not human errors, but human
handling. So we are very happy with this,
especially navigation and communications, but maintenance is a concern,"
Marcus warned. "A capesize spends 98%
of its time at sea and that's when the
maintenance takes place, so who's going
to invest 80 million dollars in a brand

new ship and then give it to someone who
won't be maintaining it? That, I think is
the biggest challenge, to have systems that
can maintain themselves. This may sound
really sci-fi technology, but what you want
is ships that have the technology to maintain themselves," he added.
For Rear Admiral Nick Lambert, independent satellite consultant for the UK
Satellite Applications Catapult, the state
of manning in the merchant fleet was already getting close to untenable today, and
the potential of automation had already
been proved.
"I would argue that ships are pretty
much unmanned now, and that's because
of the way the market forces have gone,"
Nick contended. "You've got these enormous ships with 10-12 people on board,
officer of the watch goes off for a call of
nature, and it's an unmanned ship. We

I could have connected a USB stick into
and didn't ask for any kind of authentication," he told the group. "They were just
open systems I could plug anything into.
Even last week at a tradeshow when I
went around looking at different companies' products, I was seeing old versions of
operating systems—and this is new technology which is completely vulnerable. A
device which is measuring fuel efficiency
has USB ports all over the front of it. In
the security industry we're unplugging
those because we know the risks of exposing them, we know the risks of putting
them in a location where somebody could
go and plug in a phone, or an e-cigar or
something to charge a device and upload
malware."
Nick Lambert was clear about what
he wanted to see. "I agree with Kate's
question, what are we trying to achieve

Following the autonomous ships roundtable some
of the participants take the opportunity to try out
Rolls-Royce's state-of-the art simulator. Despite
decades of seafaring experience on the bridge,
somehow an economist ends up driving the ship.

car—a concrete example of autonomy in
action which could be sailed around the
world.
What the roundtable really proved
is that projecting how widespread unmanned shipping will be in 15 or 20 years'
time misses the point. The real disruption
that digital will bring is ships tightly integrated into the global blue logistics
system which the roundtable participants
began to plan out in Aalesund.
Capturing the opportunity requires a
fundamental understanding of that, and
those who fail to grasp it will end up arguing the relative merits of manned versus
unmanned, as the industry around them
transforms into something unrecognisable.
To view the autonomous ship as a
mode of transport may be accurate in
simple terms, but what they're becoming

With Christopher Rex in command. Walter Hannemann,
Nick Lambert, K D Adamson, Ronald Spithout and Alex
Hjortnæs cross their fingers.
With thanks to Inmarsat and Rolls-Royce.

have demonstrated that we can automate
very heavily, so I don't think it's actually
a very great step to autonomy once you
overcome some of the technology and resilience issues."
But for all the manifest positive aspects of connectivity and the digital operations it enables, there are also downside
risks which have to be managed. Cyber
security is essential, but former Symantec
executive and cyber security expert Joseph
Carson says the industry is, "Absolutely
underprepared, it's actually quite scary."
Some of the first vulnerability assessments Joseph did in the maritime industry
were an indication of deeper problems. "I
was shocked at the number of systems that
were old, not updated, that had open ports

here?" he said. "Are we trying to achieve
an unmanned ship just to show we can do
it, and all the things that Oskar has described, or are we trying to be disruptive
across several sectors—what's the opportunity?"
In Nick's view the opportunity was to
look more broadly at the whole business
of transmodal logistics, and his vision was
to see some sort of demonstration ecosystem which integrated the disparate
elements and showed how value could
be driven right through the supply chain.
But more than that Nick felt that the
maritime industry was missing an opportunity when it came to the development
of autonomy—that the industry should
be creating its own version of the Google

is more than that. Whether you call them
a touchstone, a lighthouse, a smoking volcano, or the tip of the iceberg, their advent
will be transformative because they are a
physical manifestation of so many of the
disruptive technology trends at work in
the world.
The challenge for shipping is to focus on the tectonic plates that digital is
shifting under the industry, and not get
sidetracked by the heat and light of the
unmanned ship volcano they'll give rise
to. No matter how spectacular an eruption
it's going to be.
To download the full white paper
visit www.futurenautics.com
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You can't put a price on health, but maintaining the health of seafarers is more than
a moral choice for operators: it has positive commercial benefits, and thanks to
the falling cost of technology, it's a choice every ship operator can afford to make
writes, Amy Berry.

Dear Life
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ccording to the Wall Street
Journal this is the year that
telemedicine is finally going
to live up to the hype that has been created around it by faster connectivity and
the falling cost of the technologies supporting computerised remote diagnosis.
Thanks to better communications by
telephone, email and webcams and the
patient's ability to use new quantified
health devices like wearables to track
their own health and conditions, doctors
are now able to remotely diagnose and
treat serious conditions like heart attacks
and strokes.
In 2015 the American Telemedicine
Association says that more than 15 million Americans received some kind of
medical care remotely last year, and the
trade group expects those numbers to
grow by 30% this year.
An example is the Mercy health
system's new Virtual Care Centre in
St Louis which is described as a hospital without beds, and delivers remote
support for intensive care units and
emergency rooms in 38 smaller hospitals
without a doctor on site all the time.
For charities like Doctors Without
Borders telemedicine is an integral part
of its operations in remote locations
where medical training is thin on the
ground. The charity has a network of
more than 280 experts around the world
available online and ready to take queries
about difficult cases from physicians in
countries like South Sudan and Niger up
to ten times per day.
In rural and remote locations telemedicine could transform the health of
populations, but the benefits at sea could
be equally important.
In the same way that falling technology costs are enabling the roll-out of
telemedicine ashore, those falling technology costs are also having an impact
on the shipping industry. The Maritime
Labour Convention has enshrined the
obligation for ship operators to deliver
healthcare on board which is as comparable as possible to that which a seafarer
could expect ashore. However, in the
marine environment that has historically
been very difficult.
According to a 2013 study by the
International Maritime Health Association, one in five ships diverts due to
medical emergencies every year, but more
than 20% of these diversions could have

With the average ship diversion costing
$180,000 making the right decision is crucial.
That's a small price to pay for a life, but it's
also a large price tag for erring on the side of
caution
been avoided if the ship operator had a
suitable telehealth system in place.
When a crewmember becomes sick
decisions need to be taken quickly, and
the quality of the information available is
a differentiating factor. With the average
ship diversion costing $180,000 and having an impact on future insurance premiums, making the right decision is crucial.
That's a small price to pay for the life of
a seafarer in extreme circumstances, but
it's also a large price tag for erring on the
side of caution.
Recognising the combination of
falling technology costs, the growth in
telemedicine functionality and the real
costs to the industry of both sick seafarers and diversions, UK based maritime
technology company Martek Marine
has spent several years developing a new
telemedicine system for the industry.

Starting from the view that relying
on basic telephone diagnosis onboard was
notoriously unreliable, but that existing
complex maritime telemedicine systems
costing upwards of $20,000 were simply
unaffordable to the majority of operators,
Martek have created the iVital.
The system is not just medical
monitoring equipment, but a full-service
ensuring that on top of the easy to use
wireless monitoring devices such as a
pulse oximeter, ECG monitor, blood
pressure monitor, and optional glucose
monitor the vessel also has access to a
senior British National Health Service
registered clinician on call at any time,
able to interpret the data.
This connection is made via an encrypted tablet, locked to the iVital software, designed for easy use and delivering
the appropriate confidentiality— in this

The iVital from Martek Marine is designed
specifically for the marine environment
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case secure encrypted network servers for
data storage and comprehensive medical records held on a military secure IT
system (THSL CUI).
One of the case studies cited by Martek is that of a vessel where a crewmember feeling unwell was put on bed rest in
his cabin by the Captain.
Telemedical intervention diagnosed
cardiac arrhythmia and concluded that
the condition was capable of being monitored remotely whilst the crewmember
remained on-board ship. As a result
the telemedicine service monitored the
seafarer closely until arrival in port where
the crewmember was repatriated. Both
deviation and emergency evacuation was
avoided with savings estimated at more
than $200,000.
But it is more than in emergency
situations that telemedicine can make a
difference. Not only are crew becoming

more focussed on the benefits different
ship operators can offer them, they are
also increasingly living with a range of
chronic conditions which require management.
Martek points to increased obesity
in the global population and the fact
that it is going to mean many more crew
members with chronic conditions such
as diabetes, asthma, and musculoskeletal
issues in the future. With the pressure on
to keep crew healthy and happy, the ability to monitor and have access to quality
medical advice is becoming more important. If conditions such as these aren't
managed properly it can impact on reliability and cause serious complications.
A system like iVital allows seafarers to
take an active part in managing their own
conditions, even at sea.
But even when the upsides are better productivity and cost savings from

unnecessary diversions and medevacs,
the initial capital outlay on telemedicine
systems will still prevent many operators
from investing in them.
So perhaps the most important aspect
of the iVital is that Martek has created a
system designed for the marine environment which doesn't require any initial
capital outlay but is based on a monthly
subscription charge which it says equates
to a few dollars per day.
What isn't included is the connectivity required to initiate the Skype call
to the health professionals ashore—an
essential element of this service as it is
with so many others. But it's just another
example of the kind of savings and efficiencies that connectivity at sea can
access, and what a healthy return it can
provide.

Telemedical intervention diagnosed cardiac arrhythmia and concluded that the condition
was capable of being monitored remotely whilst the crew member remained on board
ship. Both deviation and emergency evacuation was avoided with savings estimated at
more than $200,000
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Well Worn
The need for better human-machine interfaces in shipping is oft-repeated,
but as automation accelerates wearables could be the missing link.
40
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ou might be wearing one
right now. Maybe a FitBit or
a Withings Pulse, or indeed
an Apple iWatch, one of the burgeoning
number of devices that will allow you to
track your own health and exercise with
a precision and consistency that only
existed in the hospital setting until a few
years ago.
The trend underlying the development of these highly sophisticated pieces
of tech is called the 'Quantified Self ', and
it's at the forefront of what's going to be
a revolution in the way societies measure,
manage and maintain the health of the
individuals within them.
But the chunky pieces of plastic and
metal we're wearing on our wrists aren't
even the beginning of the story. From
new kinds of materials featuring embedded computing, to medical tattoos we are
turning our bodies into cyber-physical
systems—or to use the far more emotive
term, cyborgs. The ultimate expression
of the marriage between human and
machine.
So it should come as no surprise
that when we talk about the new world
of Industry 4.0 and the development of
state of the art human machine interfaces
which are going to be necessary, wearables should be an obvious part of that
equation.
In the very first issue of The Maritime Future magazine back in October
2013 I wrote about how these new

The industry is struggling to map out a future for its crew where
shipboard equipment and operations are increasingly automated—
Human Machine Interface (HMI) applications that integrate crew
into digital workflows via wearables should be a priority.

devices could open the door to new, more
accurate and more sophisticated ways of
managing the health and fitness of our
seafarers. But they offer a far broader opportunity, and one company is showing
the maritime industry how.
The likelihood is that you won't have
heard of Intoware, or its WorkfloPlus
solution. But it's high time you did.
Intoware develop Human Process Management (HPM) applications designed
to improve workplace productivity, and
they're at the forefront of world-leading
research into how wearable tech can
improve performance in manufacturing,
operations and Maintenance Repair and
Operations (MRO).
For an industry struggling to map
out a future for its crew where shipboard
equipment and operations are increasingly being automated the type of Human Machine Interface (HMI) applications that can integrate crew into those
increasingly digital workflows—and work
seamlessly across every platform from
desktop to mobile, to wearables—should
be at the top of the list. With their solution already in use by at least one Tier

One operator, I had a chat with CEO
and Co-Founder of Intoware Keith
Shipton, about what they do and why the
maritime industry should be interested.
KDA: Keith, can you explain what
human process management is, and why
you're involved in it?
Keith Shipton: Human Process
Management (HPM) is an area of Business Process Management (BPM) that
looks at the tasks mainly performed by
people, with a view to improving performance, efficiency and compliance.
Historically business processes have
been taken away from humans and automated to achieve economies of scale and
to collect valuable data for commercial
advantage.
The tasks that people still do have
largely been left outside of the ‘digital
loop’ - but the emergence of smart devices and the IoT have created the opportunity and the necessity for businesses to
move away from inefficient and opaque
paper based processes, in favour of the
clarity and consistency only achievable
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WorkfloPlus at base performance is a powerful tool for
digitalising any workforce, but at peak performance it
can operate as a Human Machine Interface (HMI) at the
core of any Industry 4.0 based operation that requires
end-to-end human/machine integrated processes.
by converting to a fully digital enterprise
model. Intoware’s WorkfloPlus converts
any form, checklist or human process
into step-by-step digital instructions
that can be deployed in minutes to any
smart device.
By using WorkfloPlus all human
workplace activity can now be digitally
recorded and analysed providing obvious
benefits in Health & Safety, mitigating
risk, increasing productivity and reducing waste.
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KDA: Can you give us some background about the genesis of the company?
Keith Shipton: Intoware was
originally a wholly owned subsidiary of
Kopin Corporation, a NASDAQ listed
manufacturer of high-tech microdisplays
for the defence industry and audio visual
sector. Kopin used the Intoware team
to write viable applications for wearable technology prototypes such as the
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Golden-I Headset Wearable Computer.
This background in wearable
technology set Intoware apart from
its competitors as one of only a few
software developers worldwide with
human process applications that could
work across any platform from desktop
through mobile to wearables. In October
2015 James Woodall, the CTO and I led
an MBO resulting in the company we
are today with Kopin retaining a 17.5%
stake.

based operation that requires end-to-end
human/machine integrated processes. We
have recently presented our HMI capability at the launch of Factory 2050 and
subsequently to Roll Royce Engines.
KDA: You've sold your solution into
a tier 1 ship operator—if you don't want
to name them that's fine—assuming that
this is the first time that you've worked
with a shipping/maritime company,
what's your view of the industry and its
technology‐awareness, readiness and
deployment?

Image credit © Getty Images

KDA: We're talking about Industry
4.0 and the fact that global businesses are
about to integrate their operations into a
seamless digital whole. We describe shipping's evolution as part of Industry 4.0 as
the new Blue Logistics channel. Does a
solution like yours basically allow people
to become an integral part of these new
cyberphysical systems?
Keith Shipton: Absolutely. We are
members of the Advanced Manufactur-

ing Research Centre (AMRC) a JV
between Sheffield University and Boeing.
The AMRC have built the Factory 2050
complex in Sheffield to focus on Industry
4.0 and IIoT principles which require
digital instructions to control production
processes.
WorkfloPlus at base performance
is a powerful tool for digitalising any
workforce but at peak performance it can
operate as a Human Machine Interface
(HMI) at the core of any Industry 4.0

Keith Shipton: As you say our client
is a major force in shipping and also in
the energy sector. Because our solutions
fundamentally solve key operational
problems, you can appreciate why high
profile enterprise companies are not keen
to publicise them.
Our experience so far is that the
awareness of the advantages of digital
technology in the shipping sector is high
and many enterprise level organisations
have individuals or teams of tech-savvy
people dedicated to seek out innovative
solutions.
There are several key challenges
common to most sectors but particularly shipping where margins are being
squeezed and existing customs and
practices are long established:
Firstly, relating the general benefits of
a solution to the specific needs of a division within a complex business structure
is important and requires detailed knowledge of how an operation functions.
We have experienced shipping industry
professionals who advise us on the nuances of the sector. We have learned that
although we can fix multiple problems
with WorkfloPlus, it is best to bite off
small chunks and to build relationships
step by step.
The first workflow could just be for
damage reporting or emergency exit
checks but these can soon lead to the
adoption of a complete digital Health &
Safety process across an enterprise and
then onto multi-departmental adoption
solving a broad range of human process
challenges.
Secondly, ensuring our software
complements or talks to other legacy
systems is also important—there is no
point in cobbling together multiple ‘new’
technologies that don’t or can’t exchange
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Machines will do most industrial jobs better, faster and more
consistently than humans—but people are still more intelligent
and make better balanced decisions, so human intervention to
ensure positive outcomes will be important in Industry 4.0 IIoT
production and MRO environments for the foreseeable future.
data—our solutions have open APIs
ensuring we can link to any enterprise
system and quickly add value.
Thirdly, justifying the time and behavioural adjustment it takes to adopt a
new way of working, as well as the ROI
that is realistically achievable, is probably the most important challenge. But
the proliferation of smart devices—there
are now 10BN worldwide—means that
most people are familiar with using
apps these days and our solutions are
compatible with any desktop, mobile or
wearable device, including ATEX compliant technology, so that the barriers to
adoption are now negligible.
Regarding ROI, our solution WorkfloPlus differs dramatically from other
enterprise apps in that it is a ‘toolkit’
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that allows the customer to design and
deploy their own workflows or ‘miniapps’ in-house with no programming—
or programmers!—required. This does
away with the traditional system of using
external consultants to come in and
redesign your application software every
time you modify your processes. With
WorkfloPlus you can modify any process
in minutes at no extra cost and have a
new workflow fixing operational issues
immediately.
KDA: Your solution is deployable
across desktop, mobile and wearable
technology, is it unique in that? Why is
that important going forward?
Keith Shipton: Because enterprise
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wearable technology is still a relatively
new market place, most software companies, including the largest, haven’t
invested in that space yet, so their solutions don’t reach that far.
Intoware have been involved from
our inception in wearable or ‘handsfree’ computing technologies involving voice activation and head-tracking
functionality, so everything we do has a
no-compromise mobile centric approach
meaning that we harness the full power
of smart devices rather than build diluted or scaled down versions of desktop
applications.
Compatibility with wearable technology is extremely important for the
shipping sector because whether it is today or in 3 years time, wearable technol-

as a brake on a lot of technology deployment onboard vessels. To what extent
does your solution rely on enterprise‐
grade connectivity? Or doesn't it?

and teams choose to work. We don’t
know of any sector focussed solution that
can achieve the same degree of localised
optimisation.

Keith Shipton: WorkfloPlus works
offline or online so it overcomes the
connectivity issue. Although most of our
clients prefer our cloud service, we offer
hub-and-spoke server deployment too
which works well for shipping vessels.
Basically there would be a central
server at HQ with local servers on each
ship. Workflows could be created locally
or at HQ and all data could be sent between servers in packages when satellite
connections are achieved. Users would
complete their workflow on their device
and then upload or download their data
to the ship's server by Wifi.

KDA: I'm really interested in the
wearables element of what you're doing
and how it could relate to shipping. There
are plenty of discussions in the industry
about autonomy and the dangers of automation—whether humans or machines
are a better bet. My argument is that we
should actually understand and quantify the contribution that crew make on
board, then we can make informed decisions about where to automate and where
not to, in order to avoid unintended
consequences.
Do you think potentially a solution
like yours might be a starting point to
try and do that ‐ capturing Big Data
about what each crewmember does via
wearables, which can then be crunched
alongside all the other technical and
performance data ‐ maybe even health
tracking data too? The result being a
clear picture of how the ship is operating
holistically?

KDA: Platforms and APIs are the future and we're seeing more solutions and
technologies which aren't domain‐specific to maritime but have clear maritime
applications coming through. To what
extent are companies like yours in a position to outflank the market incumbents?

Image credit © Getty Images

ogy will become widely adopted for any
task that requires hands-free operation
and communication or remote expert
support, such as complex mechanical
failures or any mission critical or hazardous job where audio visual expertise can
be delivered right to the front line where
and when it is needed.
Because wearable computers need to
link to desktop computers and servers or
other handheld mobile devices, it makes
perfect sense to find a solution that is
compatible across all platforms now
when implementing ‘handheld’ mobile
solutions rather than go through the upheaval of replacing suppliers later when
adopting ‘hands-free’ wearable tech.
KDA: Connectivity has been acting

Keith Shipton: Our solutions have
open API’s allowing any other software
company to integrate with us or develop
solutions that are compatible.
The problem with most sector or
problem specific software applications is
that they take months to be created and
deployed and they soon become obsolete
unless they are continually upgraded to
track the sector's needs and nuances.
The beauty of our solution is that
the customer creates the workflows and
is therefore always in control and able
to modify processes internally at will,
ensuring they remain agile, timely and
relevant.
We can train any operator to be
creating their first workflow within 30
minutes - it is that simple and intuitive.
Our drag-and-drop editor checks the
workflows for end-to-end functionality
before deploying, ensuring there are no
mistakes or frustrated users.
Because WorkfloPlus is such a flexible toolkit it not only becomes fully
domain-specific to the maritime sector,
but it can be made customer specific, and
department specific, and even team specific so that it becomes an intrinsic part
of the way individual businesses, divisions

Keith Shipton: Wearable technology
in shipping can have many important applications. For example, it is highly likely
that there will be occasions when the
expertise required to fix a problem isn’t
on board at the time.
Wearable technology allows both the
operative on board and the expert at HQ
to be seeing and discussing the problem
and the solution together in real-time,
saving hours of delays in repairs and even
preventing unscheduled detours and all
the associated costs.
But your point about human / machine interaction, manual versus automation and data collection are all equally
valid. Wearable technology will become
the ultimate in Human Machine Interfaces (HMI’s) that I mentioned earlier.
Machines will do most industrial jobs
better, faster and more consistently than
humans – but people are still more intelligent and make better balanced decisions
so human intervention to ensure positive
outcomes will be important in Industry
4.0 IIoT production and MRO environments for the foreseeable future.
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f there's one time of the year
for gadgets then it's Christmas.
So what are the must-have's for

2016?
Last year was full of Star Wars merchandise and with a new film set to be released annually for the foreseeable future
you can look forward to much more. This
Christmas though, you might be able to
save a bit of budget.
We featured the BB-8 styled Sphero
robot ball which can be controlled via a
smartphone last year. This year's version
comes with battle-worn styling and a
wrist-worn Force Band, a motion controller which lets you control the BB-8
with a flick of the wrist.

The special edition BB-8 bundled
with the Force Band will set you back
US$200, but if you've already shelled
out for one, you can buy the band on its
own, which works with the original BB-8
Sphero and other Sphero robots powered
by Bluetooth Smart, for a mere $80.
If you'd like to avoid Disney then
how about the Kurio Watch? Possibly
the smartest of the smart watches for kids
it features a camera, built-in games and
music playback and can send messages
to other Kurio watches via Bluetooth, or
send photos, emojis, doodles, texts and
voice messages to a paired Android app.
It even works as a watch, would you
y believe, and all for only $60.

Gadgets

Kurio Watch & BB-8

Image credit © Kurio/Lucasfilm/Sphero
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Tesla
T

esla has officially announced an
integrated solar roof and Powerwall product for individual
use, setting up a whole neighbourhood
display at the Universal Studios lot in Los
Angeles.
There were several model homes with
Tesla Powerwalls mounted on them and
custom roofs with photovoltaic cells as tiles.
The solar roof tiles are estimated to have
98% the efficiency of a more traditional
solar roof, but CEO Elon Musk said that
he expected the tiles to have "two to three
times the longevity of asphalt" in terms of
wear and tear.
When all this becomes available and
the pricing may well depend on Tesla and
SolarCity investors voting to approve Tesla's offer to buy SolarCity in a $2.6 billion
(£2.1 billion) all-stock deal on November
17, though.
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Pilot

Image credit © Waverley Labs

Y

ou may not yet be able to
break down the intergalactic
language barrier, but we're on
the way to those national ones.
If you've been a fan of 'Hitchhikers'
Babel fish or Star Trek's universal translator, then get ready to cheer because you're
only months away from your own piece
of science fiction made flesh - or plastic
anyway. New York startup Waverly Labs
is ready with the Pilot earpiece, which
sits in your ear to provide near real-time

translations of multilingual conversations.
The Pilot listens in to a conversation
and communicates with your smartphone
to give you a close-to-real time translation. Waverly Labs will launch with European Latin and Germanic languages
only at first, much like Google Translate
and Microsoft's Skype Translator are already attempting, but not as a wearable
which can literally talk into your ear
They are estimating shipping the

first Pilots out in May 2017 so if you go
online now to Indiegogo you can order
one for only $199, which will get you the
whole system.
Anyone who's watched K D Adamson on stage will probably have heard her
mention this product so if you're one of
them, here's where to get it.

The Pilot earbuds and the original 'Babel Fish' from the HitchHikers' Guide to the Galaxy
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Mag-Lev

Image credit © Mag-Lev
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lovenia's Mag-Lev Audio is
Kickstarting a design that makes
use of magnets, sensors and custom software to levitate its vinyl record
playing platter above the base, together
with a funky orange glow underneath.
Mag-Lev Audio says that the turntable is rotated in mid-air thanks to a
patent-pending magnetic levitation drive

system made up of a combination of magnets and electromagnetic coils, proprietary software and built-in sensors.
They use custom made software that
regulates the movement of the levitating
platter by instant analysis of the information provided by magnetic sensors in the
turntable and the platter itself.
With a working prototype ready Mag-

Lev's team has turned to Kickstarter to
get the turntable into production. If you're
interested then pledges for a Black edition
turntable start at US$880, including free
shipping. The campaign runs until November 21, and the first units are expected
to be sent to backers in August 2017.
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Next Issue

Connected
The High C's - Connected, Collaborative, Converged.
How and why shipping's winter of discontent could
become a summer of love.

Out January 2017

Looking for a lightbulb moment?
Shaping a strategy for the future is incredibly complex, but there's a simple
step you can take today to improve your odds of success. The Maritime
Future magazine from Futurenautics offers analysis, insight and comment
every quarter identifying the trends, threats and opportunities shipping's
technology-enabled future holds.
Take out your free subscription today, or contact us to learn more about
our consultancy, research and advisory services.
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